**Rules of the Road**

- Drive on the right side of the road, in the direction of traffic.
- Obey all traffic lights and signals.
- Start using hand signals about 100 feet from where you’ll stop or turn.
- Never hitch a ride on moving vehicles.
- Don’t carry passengers.
- Don’t weave in and out of traffic.
- Pass cars only on the left where the driver can see you.

**Dress for the Ride**

- Wear a hard shell helmet.
- Wear bright-colored clothes at night; they are easier to see.
- Wear ankle clips or elastic bands around your pant cuffs so they don’t get caught in the chain.
- Put reflectorized tape on your clothes at night.
- Wear gloves to protect your hands in case you fall.
- Wear shoes that tie or fasten so they don’t fall off.

**Bicycle Hand Signals**

- **Left Turn**
- **Right Turn**
- **Stop**

**Berkley’s Bicycle Pathway System**
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Bicycle Pathway System

Berkley Scenic System
Suburban Interconnecting System
Link
Traffic Signal
Four-Way Stop Sign
Activity Center

Red = Stop!
Flashing Red = Stop! Go when safe.
Yellow = Warning!
Flashing Yellow = Slow down—be careful.
Green = Go!
Green Arrow—Go only this way!